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Wednesday, September 15, 2010
“I don’t necessarily agree with
everything I say.”
Marshall McLuhan

2nd Annual
Raffle Winners
Deemed Cooler
Than Average
Tech Student
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

Hear ye, hear ye! The results
for this year’s K-Day raffle/
contest are in! This year, we
spent approximately $50.00
on candy – good candy at
that. We asked those of you
stopping by our booth to
take a guess as to how much
all that tooth-rotting, sugarhigh-inducing
goodness
weighed. More specifically,
because we are evil, we
wanted your guess to be in
grams. Take that, American
units!
The closest four guesses
were as follows:
James Juip, with 6,210
Joe Nichelson and Ashok
Goel, both with 6,000
James Robinson, with 5,682
The correct answer was –
drumroll! – 5,971.1 grams,
just a hair over 13 pounds.
Our winners, Joe and Ashok,
were off by only 28.9 grams.
...see candysplosion on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like all those times at band camp!

New, Controversial “Love-Powered Laser”
Testing Continues
By Bryne Judy ~ Daily Bull

Heated debate across the country over the morality of
developing this new
super weapon continues today, with
both sides strongly
upholding their beliefs. Despite worldwide ardent protests,
marches, and even
the occasional riot
breaking out, testing
continues on
grounds that
this device
will usher in a
new era.

areas nets enough energy to reduce
two to three tranquil meadows to ash
and dust, and firing it over the average
city produces a beam
capable of coring
out four mountains
before running out
of power, (a blast
notably stronger than
most nuclear bombs)
the device
shows the potential for much
greater levels of
destruction. The
little known,
controversial
“ Wo o d s t o c k
The device in question,
Disaster” refers to testing
dubbed “Revenge,
of the weapon during the
Bitches” by its creator
event bearing the same
Professor Grudge,
name which is estimated
has been
to have quaheralded by
dr upled the
many as the
output of the
Firing love lazer in 3, 2, 1, Loooooooove. *kablow-blam!*
successor to
Tsar Bomb (the
the nuclear bomb. A beautiful, nearly largest, most powerful nuclear bomb
half-mile wide beam of multicolored ever created, tested during the cold
death, it can exhibit incredible levels war, which is thought to have produced
of power dependent on the area it 1.4% the output of the sun for ~39
is fired in. While firing it in deserted nanoseconds). The resulting beam arc...see ronery razer on back

Fun times at Michigan Tech.
Until the get too fun. Then it’s Jail-time.

The Steaming Pile

Straight From You-Know-Where!
Dr. Pepper’s 23 Flavors

Prunes
Megamilk
Chocolate rain
Weeeeeed, man
Purple vests
Bukkake
WD-40
Coitus
Dick in box
Taco Bell Fire Sauce
Toaster Strudel
Purple drank
Everclear
Soilent green
Tomato paste
Enema waste water
Slurm
Toothpaste
Nuka-Cola Quantum
Hookers and Blow
Higgs boson
Jar of dirt
“…and other natural flavors”
Rat feces

High Fructose Carl Blair
Gasoline
3.14
Fist
Sunshine’s beard
Guns
Jello
Propane
…and propane accessories
Southern Hospitality
Tobacco
Sweatshop tears
Blood of the Innocent
CARBOXYMETHYLCELLULOSE
Botulism
Orphans
Essence of Wonka
Ginger-Vitis
Baby Dragons
Pepper
Turkey bullion
Mr. Pibb
Kiss
Dr. Dre

...candysplosion from front

To put that 5,971.1 into perspective, it’s equal to about 16.5 beers,
0.000017 of a Boeing 747, or about
398 small chocolate chip cookies.
Imagine if we had given away one
of those things! Need to bribe your
whole PH 2100 class? Have some
cookies! Problem solved. Granted, I’m not sure how to give away
0.000017 of a jumbo jet… maybe
you would have received all the
“emergency info” brochures or the
left leg of one stewardess.
Credit should also be given to those
guessers with the creative juices to
make our lives more interesting. One
entrant suggested 42424242 (which
destroyed the average faster than U
Chem destroys your grades). Nice try.
Another guess was pi*571.15859,
which was both far too low and
made me want to whip out the red
grader pen to write “PLEASE SIMPLIFY” everywhere.

ing eleventy to be 110 (as per Bilbo’s
111th, eleventy-first, birthday), then
Wolfram Alpha tells me that eleventybillion grams is approximately equal
to 1/3 the Empire State Building, and
close to ¾ the total gold ever mined.
GOOD LORD, THAT IS A LOT OF CANDY!
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On the other end of the spectrum,
we had quite a few entries in the 100200’s range. Really? I recommend you
cease and desist trying to do science
and leave that to physics majors.
Good news amid all the mocking,
though – the average guess was right
around 5,400. That means people on
the whole have fairly good judge of
weight, or eat so much candy that
they are naturally calibrated to figure
out how much they could be eating
at this moment.

The four winners will be receiving
their prizes: king sized candy, another king sized candy, a large roll of
One person went so far as to assume bubble wrap, and “Galaxy Quest” are
the Daily Bull can afford eleventy-bil- up for grabs. Tune in next time for yet
lion grams of candy. If we’re assum- another ridiculous Daily Bull contest.
Until then, happy candy eating!

Daily Bull

Sunshine’s Searcher: Harry Potter!

... ronery razer from front.

ing off into space. Needless to say,
military officials are eager to put the
prototype into mass-production for
“self defense purposes” after testing
concludes. Professor Grudge had the
following to say about the making of
the weapon.
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in, particularly the hordes of hippies
from Woodstock, have literally begun
foaming at the mouth at the thought
of this device. Max Becklin, who
witnessed the testing, had this to say:

ings as they come.
In other news, divorce rates have skyrocketed recently. The cause remains
unknown.

“It has stolen everything from me. I
Vote for Meg Heinlein!
have nothing left to live for but to see Sponsored by the Michigan Tech Rugby Team
it ruined. That unholy thing must be
destroyed. Most of us feel this way.
I hope to god nobody else will ever
have to, and will fight to achieve that.”

that which I have been denied into the
fuel which sweeps judgment across
the land in a brilliant arc of glorious
annihilation. It is so very poetic that
the operation of this device hinges
on that hated emotion. Oh, would
that…” The rest has been removed for The man had a chilling emptiness in
“They laughed at me, yes they did. the sake of space; refer to his blog for his eyes rarely seen these days outThey laughed. Told me I’d be alone the full 72-page daily rants.
side crack addicts and accountants.
forever. Told me no person, no womWhile the majority of the protesters
an could ever love me. Well, let them The good professor is being her- seem to have dedicated their lives to
laugh now. Let them laugh now. My alded as the man of the year by many preventing use of it, the U.S. military
precious device shall strike at the very sources, for outstanding contribution. has dispatched a number of troops
root of my suffering, shall scour the
in conjunction with the police force
ever-present rot which fills our society Opposition, though, is rather heated. to prevent them from accomplishing
from the face of our world. I shall turn Many of those from areas it was tested their goals. We will report further find-

VOTE! 8 a.m. Wednesday
until 5 p.m. Friday
homecoming.mtu.edu

